GLASS AND STONE TOOLS STIRLING PARK
ACT
Glass Tools – Aboriginal Stirling Park
During one walk on Stirling Ridge with Don and Ruth Bell, Don picked up a piece of
broken glass with one side smooth from use and commented that as children he and
others used such pieces when making boomerangs.
I had up until that time not examined the many pieces of glass found on Stirling
Ridge, but have since that time and found that many pieces have been used for tools.
These broken pieces usually do not have the remains of the full bottle or jar nearby –
but rather are isolated pieces.
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Examples of stone tools in the park
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EXAMPLES OF GLASS TOOLS CANNING STOCK ROUTE
There is a similarity of the glass tools with those found in Stirling Park.
Details from my diary – 2004
Well 25 Warntijl – didn’t take photographs. Then I walked along the track – on each side
were several large claypans with evidence in the form of chippings on the sand dunes. I did
photograph a general view showing a track and chippings on right. I also noted a number of
hand held size grinding stones. Our camp last night was near the big lake but out of sight of
it. I found under one bush just before leaving a brown glass bottle base with a sharp piece of
the main part of the bottle. It had 5 oz on it and was about 2 inches in diameter on the base. I
think this may have been an artifact. I later found a green glass tool with edge blunted near
Well 24 – Karara Soak - and found others at Wells in the area…
Walked to nearby Well 25 Warntijl – didn’t take photographs. Then I walked along the
track – on each side were several large claypans with evidence in the form of chippings on the
sand dunes. I did photograph a general view showing a track and chippings on right. I also
noted a number of hand held size grinding stones. Our camp last night was near the big lake
but out of sight of it. I found under one bush just before leaving a brown glass bottle base
with a sharp piece of the main part of the bottle. It had 5 oz on it and was about 2 inches in
diameter on the base. I think this may have been an artifact. I later found a green glass tool
with edge blunted near Well 24 – Karara Soak - and found others at Wells in the area. Below
are photographs taken in the area of this well including the blunt edged glass, grinding stones,
pointer rocks and a view of and from a nearby rocky ledge. [grinding stones not included
here.]
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Out from Willuna to the wine growing farm - On the way back we went across the main road
into a property and followed a track to a huge lake (told to us by the lady of the grape farm).
There were pieces of glass used as artifacts – I did photograph. One had on it Geraldton…
this was a piece of brown glass that was probably an ex-beer bottle. There were also pieces of
black glass and another green one with a high curved base.
Below [not shown here] are two photographs of sections of the lake. It is very large and we
did not drive all the way around it. We stopped at two points and at each I found glass tools.
Photographs of some of the glass artifacts are shown below the lake ones.
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On the way back we went across the main road into a property and followed a track to a huge
lake (told to us by the lady of the grape farm). There were pieces of glass used as artifacts – I
did photograph. One had on it Geraldton… this was a piece of brown glass that was probably
an ex-beer bottle. There were also pieces of black glass and another green one with a high
curved base…
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